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The economy is another important dimension that affects incumbent's electoral fortune.
For Portugal, Veiga & Veiga (2004 , 2010 find evidence of a reward/punishment mechanism related to the economic performance.
Good local economic performance should increase Mayor's general sense of efficacy as a candidate.
National and/or Local economic conditions? Both.
N: Remmer & Gélineau (2003) ; Belanger & Gélineau (2004) . L: Squire & Fastnow (1994) ; Atkeson & Partin (1995) , Hansen (1999) . In each municipality there is a Mayor, Town/City Council (executive power) and a Municipal Assembly (deliberative power).
The Mayor is the candidate that achieves the highest number of votes (serves a 4-year term).
Mayor's tasks: manage human resources, contracts, licenses, projects and their timetable; territory organization, social and economic development; supply local public goods (water, transportation, housing, healthcare, education, culture Empirical Results National and regional economic environment are not very relevant for the Mayors' decision of seeking reelection (except inflation => negative effect).
The likelihood of seeking reelection increases:
when capital expenditures increase (improve local economy => sign of Mayor's intention of re-running);
when Mayors have majority in the Council (support);
in municipalities with more population (visibility, power, wages indexed to the number of voters).
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Empirical Results: National & Regional
The likelihood of seeking reelection decreases:
when a Mayor belongs to the party that leads the national government:
offered a better position in the national gov.;
negative spillover effects from the national gov.;
for each additional term (popularity erosion or costs of ruling reduce the chances of reelection). 
